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1966 Charger Park Lamp Lenses - LH Premium quality reproduction park lamp lenses for 1966 Charger
models. Manufactured to factory specifications from injection
moulded UV stable clear and amber acrylic plastic. Lens to
housings gaskets not included

CRICMB3567 120.94

1966 Charger Park Lamp Lenses - RH Premium quality reproduction park lamp lenses for 1966 Charger
models. Manufactured to factory specifications from injection
moulded UV stable clear and amber acrylic plastic. Lens to
housings gaskets not included

CRICMB3568 109.18

1966-1967 Headlamp Adjustment Set (4 headlamp system) Replace your cracked or damaged headlamp adjusters with this
new set of headlamp hardware.

CRICMN3053 43.66

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1966-1967 Park Lamp Lens Gaskets - PR Replacement park lamp lens gaskets for 1966-67 Charger
models. These gaskets are manufactured to fit just like the
originals. Sold as a pair.

CRICMB1749 15.10

1966-1972 Fender Mounted Indicator Gaskets (2 Holes) - PR Replace dried out or missing hood or fender mounted turn signal
indicator gaskets with these quality reproduction pieces

CRICMF1709 16.78

1966-1974 Mopar Headlamp Ring Set (3Tab) - 4PC Premium quality reproduction 1964-76 Mopar B, C, & E-Body 3
tab headlamp retaining ring 4 piece set. Manufactured in
stainless steel just like the factory Mopar item.Note: Use with 4
headlamp systems.Excludes 1970-74 Charger and 1971 four
doors and wagons.

CRICMD9502 184.78

1966-1974 Mopar Headlamp Rings (3Tab) - Ea Premium quality reproduction 1964-76 Mopar B, C, & E-Body 3
tab headlamp retaining ring. Manufactured in stainless steel just
like the factory Mopar item. Sold individually. 4 required per
car.Note: Use with 4 headlamp systems.Excludes 1970-74
Charger and 1971 four doors and wagons.

CRIC2449525 50.38

1966-1974 SEALED BEAM RETAINER SCREW SET - 6Pc Correct flat head screws for attaching sealed beam retaining ring
to sealed beam bucket.

CRHQH117 7.92
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1967 Fender Mounted Indicator Lens Set Replace your faded or missing fender mounted turn signal
indicator lenses with these quality reproduction pieces. Includes
required o-rings and stainless steel washers.

CRICMF1704 134.38

1967 Fender Mounted Turn Signal Assembly Replacement fender indicators for 1967 Charger models. Feature
the correct incised fratzog logo, and include the wiring pigtails.

CRICMB1873 671.98

1967-1969 Bullet Fender Indicator Mounting Brackets - PR Replace damaged or missing bullet indicator brackets with these
quality reproduction pieces. These brackets are designed to
match the contours of the fender of various A, B, and C-Body
vehicles, as original.

CRICMF1716 57.10

1967-1974 Mopar Headlamp Buckets - Ea Premium quality reproduction of the 1968-74 Mopar B, C, &
E-Body headlamp buckets for models with 4 headlamp system.
Manufactured in stamped steel just like the factory Mopar item,
each bucket features the correct markings on the front rim
(markings in listing).
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRIC3443124 50.38

1968 Concealed Headlamp Door Actuator Repair concealed headlamps on your 1968 Charger with our
wide variety of factory-style replacement headlamp components.
Deteriorated or worn out components such as bad hoses and
switches can cause a variety of problems with the headlamp
doors on your Charger. With our factory-style replacement
components, you can get your system operating properly once
again. This is the vacuum-operated actuator mechanism which
opens the headlamp doors when under vacuum. Sold
individually.

CRICMB368 483.82

1968 Side Marker Lamps Side marker lamp assemblies for various 1968 A-Body and
B-Body models. Features correct red or amber lens and includes
the bezel, lens, bulb housing, socket, lens gasket and correct
retaining hex nut. Available in your choice of curved style or flat
style. Made in thew U.S.A. Note: Coronet and Super Bee models
used flat lights on the front and curved lights on the rear.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICMD2054B 129.34

1968-1969 Charger Headlamp Door Actuator Bracket (LH or
RH) - Ea

Reproduction headlamp door actuator bracket for the 68-69
Dodge Charger. Correct for use on all models except Daytona.
Made like OE. Stamped from heavy gauge metal. EDP Coated.
Fits LH (driver) or RH (passenger) side. Sold
individually.Replaces Chrysler part# 2785883

CRAM151-2668-3 142.40

1968-1969 Charger Headlamp Door Actuator Rods - PR New headlight door actuator rods for your 1968-1968 Dodge
Charger. Sold as a pair; these headlight door actuator rods
mount to the headlamp door and the headlight door actuator
bracket. Made of OE gauge steel, these headlamp actuator rods
have the same bends, holes and curves just like original. Come
EDP coated to protect against rust and corrosion prior to
installation.

CRAM151-2668-2P 159.98

1968-1969 Concealed Headlamp Vacuum Switch Repair concealed headlamps on your 1968-69 Charger with our
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wide variety of factory-style replacement headlamp components.
Deteriorated or worn out components such as bad hoses and
switches can cause a variety of problems with the headlamp
doors on your Charger. With our factory-style replacement
components, you can get your system operating properly once
again. This is the vacuum switch which controls vacuum
pressure, allowing the system to operate.

1968-1969 Electric Headlamp Conversion Kit These electric headlamp actuators are a direct bolt in
replacement for defective vacuum systems on 1968-69 Charger
models. This complete plug & play system uses a control module
that works with the existing headlamp switch. Constructed from
billet aluminum.

CRICMB1723 1034.86

1968-1969 Hood Mounted Turn Signal Indicator Assembly -
PR

Repair the hood mounted turn signal indicator system of your
1968-69 Charger with these factory style replacement hood
mounted turn signal indicator assemblies. Designed to factory
specifications, these turn signal assemblies will correctly replace
the hood mounted turn signals. Sold as a pair.

CRICMB309 319.18

1968-1969 Hood Mounted Turn Signal Indicator Housing Repair the hood mounted turn signal indicator lamp system of
your 1968-69 Charger with this factory-style replacement
indicator housing. Manufactured to factory specifications to
correctly replace the original. Sold individually.

CRICMB357 78.94

1968-1969 Hood Mounted Turn Signal Indicator Housing
Retainer

Repair the hood mounted turn signal indicator lamp system of
your 1968-69 Charger with this factory-style replacement
indicator housing retainer. Manufactured to factory specifications
to correctly replace the original. Sold individually

CRICMB358 41.98

1968-1969 Hood Mounted Turn Signal Indicator Lens
(Amber) - PR

Repair the hood mounted turn signal indicator lamp system of
your 1968-69 Charger with this factory-style replacement amber
indicator lens. Manufactured to factory specifications to correctly
replace the original.

CRICMB359 100.78

1968-1969 Hood Mounted Turn Signal Indicator Wire Socket
Boot Set - PR

Factory-style replacement hood-mounted turn signal indicator
wiring harness wire socket and boot set for 1968-69 Charger
models. Manufactured to factory specifications in proper
materials to correctly replace the original.

CRICMB361 44.51

1968-1969 Park Lamp Lens (Clear) - PR Factory-style replacement park lamp lenses for 1968-69 Charger
models. Each lens is manufactured to factory specifications and
features correct markings, clear lens coloration and includes the
lens-to-housing gaskets to completely replace the park lamp
lenses. Sold as a pair, each pair of park lamp lenses will fit,
function and appear correctly for an authentic appearance.

CRICMB2152 134.38

1968-1969 Park Lamp Lens Gaskets - PR Replacement park lamp lens gaskets for 1968-69 Charger
models. These gaskets are manufactured to fit just like the
originals. Sold as a pair.

CRICMB1750 15.10
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1968-1970 Hood Mounted Turn Signal Indicator Lead Wire Factory-style replacement hood-mounted turn signal indicator
wiring harness indicator primary wire for 1968-70 Charger
models. This wire runs from the lead wire to the main harness.
Manufactured to factory specifications in proper materials to
correctly replace the original. Sold individually.

CRICMB365 70.54

1968-1970 Hood Mounted Turn Signal Indicator Wire
Retainer Clip

Factory-style replacement hood-mounted turn signal indicator
wiring harness wire retainer clips for 1968-70 Charger models.
Manufactured to factory specifications in proper materials to
correctly replace the original retainer clips. Sold individually.

CRICMB362 7.78

1968-1970 Mopar Headlamp Bucket Set - 4PC Premium quality reproduction of the 1968-70 Mopar B, C, &
E-Body headlamp buckets for models with 4 headlamp system.
Manufactured in stamped steel just like the factory Mopar item,
each bucket features the correct markings on the front rim
(markings in listing).

CRICMD9500 184.78

1968-1971 Headlamp Adjuster Screw/Nut - Ea Reproduction headlight adjuster screw and nut used for
headlamp beam adjustment on various Mopar models from
1968-71. This nut and screw mounts directly to the headlamp
housing and enables the headlamp beam to be aimed correctly.
Sold individually.

CRIC1493541 5.02

1968-1971 Headlamp Adjustment Set (4 headlamp system) Replace your cracked or damaged headlamp adjusters with this
new complete set of headlamp adjusters. Available for 2 or 4
headlamp applications.

CRICMN1776 33.58

1968-1971 Headlamp Bucket Tension Spring - Ea Premium quality reproduction plated tension spring for headlamp
bucket designed to fit a wide variety of vehicle applications
including 1968-71 Mopar models. Closed back design is
produced to allow the spring to be installed with a single Phillips
head screw.

CRIC6027292 6.70

1968-1972 Fender Mounted Indicator Lens Set Replace your faded or missing fender mounted turn signal
indicator lenses with these quality reproduction pieces. Includes
required o-rings and stainless steel washers.

CRICMF1705 104.14

1968-1974 Side Marker Lamp Gasket Set Replacement side marker lamp gaskets for various 1968-76 A, B
and E-Body models. These gaskets are laser cut to original
specifications for a proper fit. Each set includes enough pieces
for both sides of vehicle
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICMD600320 15.10

1969 A/B Body Side Marker Lamp Retainer Bracket - Ea Manufactured in galvanized steel just like the originals CRICMP6530 25.18

1969 Side Marker Bezels - PR Factory-style replacement side marker bezels for all 1969 A and
B-body models except wagons. For either front or rear side
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marker application. Each bezel features correct finish, proper
contours and material thickness to correctly replace the original
bezel. Sold in pairs, two pairs required per
vehicle.Applications:1969 Dart (Front Only)1969 Valiant1969
Barracuda1969 Belvedere1969 Charger1969 Coronet1969
GTX1969 Road Runner1969 Satellite1969 Super Bee

1969 Side Marker Lenses (Front) - PR Factory-style replacement front side marker lamp lenses for all
1969 Mopar A and B-Body models except wagons. Each lens is
manufactured to factory specifications with proper amber color to
correctly replace the front side marker lens. Currently there are
no markings on these lenses. Sold as a pair.Applications:1969
Valiant1969 Dart1969 Barracuda1969 Belvedere1969
Charger1969 Coronet1969 GTX1969 Road Runner1969
Satellite1969 Super Bee

CRICMD2056 50.38

1969-1970 Hood Mounted Turn Signal Indicator Assembly -
PR

Repair the hood mounted turn signal indicator system of your
1969-70 Charger and 1969 Charger Daytona modelswith these
factory style replacement hood mounted turn signal indicator
assemblies. Designed to factory specifications, these turn signal
assemblies will correctly replace the hood mounted turn signals.
Sold as a pair.

CRICMB310 520.78

1969-1970 Hood Mounted Turn Signal Indicator Ground Wire Factory-style replacement hood-mounted turn signal indicator
wiring harness ground strap for 1969 Charger Daytona and 1970
Charger models. Manufactured to factory specifications in proper
materials to correctly replace the original. Sold individually.

CRICMB363 16.78

1969-1970 Hood Mounted Turn Signal Indicator Lens Repair the hood mounted turn signal indicator lamp system of
your 1969 Charger Daytona and 1970 Charger with this
factory-style replacement amber indicator lens. Manufactured to
factory specifications to correctly replace the original.

CRICMB360 92.38

1969-1970 Hood Mounted Turn Signal Lead Wire Indicator Factory-style replacement hood-mounted turn signal indicator
wiring harness indicator lead wire for 1969 Charger Daytona and
1970 Charger models. Manufactured to factory specifications in
proper materials to correctly replace the original. Sold
individually.

CRICMB364 78.94

1970 Concealed Headlamp Motor Relay Restore the functionality of the concealed headlamps on your
1970 Charger with our wide variety of reproduction headlamp
components. Deteriorated or worn out components such as bad
hoses and switches can cause a variety of problems with the
headlamp doors on your Charger. With our replacement
components, you can get your system operating properly once
again.

CRICMB371 127.98

1970 Park Lamp Assembly - LH Factory style reproduction park lamp assemblies for 1970-74
Dodge Challenger and 1970 Dodge Charger models. Each
assembly is manufactured to factory specifications with the
correct housing, wire pig tail and proper lens color.

CRDL85 223.00
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1970 Park Lamp Assembly - RH Factory style reproduction park lamp assemblies for 1970-74
Dodge Challenger and 1970 Dodge Charger models. Each
assembly is manufactured to factory specifications with the
correct housing, wire pig tail and proper lens color.

CRDL84 223.00

1970 Park Lamp Lens (Amber) - PR Factory-style replacement park lamp lenses for 1970 Charger
and 1970-74 Challenger models. Each lens is manufactured to
factory specifications and features correct markings, amber
coloration and includes the lens-to-housing gaskets to completely
replace the park lamp lenses. Sold as a pair, each pair of park
lamp lenses will fit, function and appear correctly for an authentic
appearance.

CRICMD2062 127.66

1970 Park Lamp Lens (Clear) - PR These factory-style replacement park lamp lenses are
manufactured to factory specifications and feature the correct
markings and clear lens.

CRICME175943 351.10

1970 Park Lamp Lens Gaskets - PR Replacement park lamp lens gaskets for 1970-74 Mopar
B/E-Body models. These gaskets are manufactured to fit just like
the originals. Sold as a pair.

CRICMD4238 15.10

1970 Side Marker Bezels (Front) - PR Factory-style replacement front side marker bezels for 1970
Charger models. Sold in pairs, each pair of bezels features a
bright chrome finish, proper contours and material thickness to
correctly replace the original side marker bezels. Sold as a pair,
each bezel also includes a bulb socket and wiring pigtail

CRICMB2110 329.26

1970 Side Marker Lenses (Front) - PR Factory-style replacement front side marker lenses for 1970
Dodge Charger and Coronet models. Each lens is manufactured
to factory specifications with proper markings and lens color to
correctly replace the front side marker lens. Sold in pairs and
includes lens-to-housing gaskets for a complete replacement.

CRICMB2103 83.98

1970-1974 B-Body Park Lamp Screws - 4PC Premium quality reproduction park lens and housing screws for
1970-74 B-Body models. Manufactured to correctly replace
missing, or rusted original screws.

CRICMB4725 3.34

1971 Charger/Super Bee Side Marker Assembly (Front) - Ea This factory-style reproduction front side marker assembly is
manufactured to factory specifications with the correct housing,
proper lens color and bezel. Each housing features the proper
shape and bulb socket opening.Sold individually. Fits both LH
and RH.

CRICMB1794 115.90

1971 Charger/Super Bee Side Marker Lens Set (Front) - PR Factory-style replacement front side marker lens and housing
assemblies for 1971 Charger models. Each lens is manufactured
to factory specifications with proper markings and lens color and
housings feature proper shape and bulb socket to correctly
replace the front side marker lens. Sold in pairs.

CRICMB2105 250.41
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1971 Fender Mounted Turn Signals - PR Replace the pitted, inoperative or missing fender mounted turn
signal indicator lamp assemblies on your 1969-71 A, B and
E-body vehicle with these factory-style replacements to enhance
the overall appearance of your vehicle. This set includes both LH
and RH lamp assemblies and mounting hardware and comes
ready to bolt on.Applications:1970-72 Dart1971-72
Demon1969-70 & 72 Valiant1970 & 72 Duster1972
Scamp1969-71 Coronet1971 Charger1969 Belvedere1969
Satellite1970 Challenger with 340 engine package

CRICMD326 209.98

1971 Side Marker Bezels (Front) - PR Factory-style replacement front side marker bezels for 1971
Charger models. Sold in pairs, each pair of bezels comes ready
to paint to match and features proper contours and material
thickness to correctly replace the original side marker bezels.

CRICMB2114 149.50

1971-1972 Charger Headlamp Shields Premium quality headlamp shields for 1971-72 Charger models
without concealed headlamps. Manufactured in black moulded
EPDM rubber. These surround the headlamps to protect them
from dirt and debris and attach using push on retaining clips.
Retaining clips are included.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICMB9934 105.82

1971-1972 Fender Mounted Turn Signal Assembly
(un-painted)

Replace the pitted, inoperative or missing fender mounted turn
signal indicator lamp assemblies on your 1971-72 A, B and
E-body vehicle with these factory-style replacements to enhance
the overall appearance of your vehicle. This set includes both LH
and RH lamp assemblies and mounting hardware and comes
premiered and unpainted

CRICMD329 251.98

1971-1974 Mopar Headlamp Bucket Set - 4PC Premium quality reproduction of the 1971-74 Mopar B, C, &
E-Body headlamp buckets for models with 4 headlamp system.
Manufactured in stamped steel just like the factory Mopar item,
each bucket features the correct markings on the front rim
(markings in listing).

CRICMD9501 184.78

1971-1974 Park Lamp Lens Gaskets (exc. R/T) - PR Replacement park lamp lens gaskets for 1971-74 Charger (non
R/T) models. These gaskets are manufactured to fit just like the
originals. Sold as a pair.

CRICMB1751 15.10

1971-1974 Park Lamp Lenses - PR Factory-style replacement park lamp lenses for 1971-74 Charger
models. Each lens is manufactured to factory specifications and
features correct markings, clear lens coloration. Sold as a pair,
each pair of park lamp lenses will fit, function and appear
correctly for an authentic appearance.

CRICMB2123 63.82

1972-1974 Headlamp Adjustment Set (4 headlamp system) Replace your cracked or damaged headlamp adjusters with this
new set of headlamp hardware.

CRICMN3055 28.54

1972-1974 Side Marker Lamp Lens (Front) Factory side marker lamp lens. Fits 1972-76 A-body, 1972-75
B-body and 1972-74 E-body.

CRICMN1708 15.10
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1973-1974 Charger Headlamp Shield - LH Premium quality reproduction of the 1973-74 Charger headlamp
shield. Manufactured in silver injection moulded urethane, just
like the original factory item. This headlight shield mounts to
headlamp bezel with a plastic retainer and (6) phillips head
screws to secure the urethane headlamp shield to the headlamp
bezel.

CRIC3672325 83.98

1973-1974 Charger Headlamp Shield - RH Premium quality reproduction of the 1973-74 Charger headlamp
shield. Manufactured in silver injection moulded urethane, just
like the original factory item. This headlight shield mounts to
headlamp bezel with a plastic retainer and (6) phillips head
screws to secure the urethane headlamp shield to the headlamp
bezel.

CRIC3672324 83.98

1973-1974 Charger Headlamp Shield Retainer - LH Premium quality reproduction of the original 1973-74 Charger
headlamp shield retainer. Manufactured in black injection
moulded ABS replicating the original factory part. The headlight
shield retainer mounts to headlamp bezel with (6) phillips head
screws to secure the urethane headlamp shield to the headlamp
bezel.

CRIC3672651 83.98

1973-1974 Charger Headlamp Shield Retainer - RH Premium quality reproduction of the original 1973-74 Charger
headlamp shield retainer. Manufactured in black injection
moulded ABS replicating the original factory part. The headlight
shield retainer mounts to headlamp bezel with (6) phillips head
screws to secure the urethane headlamp shield to the headlamp
bezel.

CRIC3672650 83.98

1973-1974 Charger Headlamp Shield Retainer Set - PR Premium quality reproduction of the 1973-74 Charger driver side
and passenger side headlamp shield retainers. Manufactured in
black injection moulded ABS plastic just like the original factory
item. This headlamp shield retainer set mounts to headlamp
bezel with 6 Phillips head screws per side (included) to secure
the urethane headlamp shield to the headlamp bezel.

CRICMB9942 151.18

1973-1974 Charger Headlamp Shields - PR Premium quality 1973-74 Dodge Charger headlamp shields.
Manufactured in silver injection moulded urethane. These
headlamp shields mount to the headlamp bezel with a plastic
retainer and 6 Phillips head screws (per side), not included

CRICMB9941 151.18

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Charger parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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